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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In addition to DIGILOGIC core activities, the success of the project depends largely on the quality of dissemination
and exploitation activities. DIGILOGIC therefore includes a separate work package, WP5 BOOST, that coordinates
the impact-creating activities, including dissemination and exploitation activities. The current document
describes the initial communication and dissemination strategy of DIGILOGIC and is central to all activities that
will be implemented towards relevant stakeholders and interested parties. The Outreach and Impact Creation
Strategy and Plan identifies the target audiences, describes the dissemination methods and goals, the measures
to assess the impact of the dissemination activities, and the conditions to follow to ensure proper dissemination
of the generated knowledge.
This document mainly focuses on Task 5.1 Outreach and impact creation strategy, plan and tools while providing
an initial overview of the plans regarding T5.2 Promotion of DIGILOGIC Learn and Implement programme (starting
at M06). The plans and activities of the remaining Tasks 5.3 and 5.4 will be reported in dedicated deliverables.
This document describes how DIGILOGIC is following a comprehensive and effective approach to dissemination
and promotion activities so as to support project partners in their daily activities, by firstly elaborating on what
are our main dissemination and promotion objectives. Secondly, this deliverable presents the foundation of the
dissemination and promotion strategy, and the identified primary projects’ stakeholders, which have been
defined in the perspective of aligning the project’s activities with:
o the European strategy on developing a network of Digital Innovation Hubs1 (DIHs), further reinforced by
the Digital Europe Programme, which envisions DIHs as a key priority, one-stop shops which act as
competence centres, offering access to technical expertise and experimentation, so that companies can
“test before invest”, providing innovation services, such as financing advice, training and skills development
that are needed for a successful digital transformation.
o

the recommendations of the EU-AU Digital Economy Task Force (EU-AU DETF) provided in the “The New
Africa-Europe Digital Economy partnership, Final Report”2 which highlights key areas of interventions
related to DIGILOGIC ambition, such as a) guaranteeing essential skills for all, in education and Vocational
Education and Training, to enable citizens to thrive in the digital age, b) improving the business environment
and facilitating access to finance and business support services to boost digitally enabled entrepreneurship;
c) accelerating the adoption of eServices and the further development of the digital economy for achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals.

o

the EU Parliament recently adopted (March 2021) new EU-Africa partnership3 which calls for cooperation
on digital transformation, among others.

Then, the central part of the document presents the dissemination and communication plan envisaged for the
next three years. The deliverable goes on by presenting the set of measures and actions that have been
implemented in the first four months of the project: this includes the established brand identity, the
communication channels and dissemination and communication actions (online and offline) implemented till
April 2021 (M04 of the project).
The deliverable concludes with an overview of the quantitative and qualitative indicators which DIGILOGIC uses
to monitor the project’s communication and dissemination results, allowing a precise assessment of the project
impact. This document, which will evolve in line with the development of the overall project work and activities
in close collaboration with all work packages, is written primarily as a communication guide for DIGILOGIC project
partners and for key stakeholders in the development of cooperation and synergies among Digital Innovation
Hubs in Europe and Africa.

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-innovation-hubs-dihs-europe
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/new-africa-europe-digital-economy-partnership-report-eu-au-digital-economy-taskforce
3 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0108_EN.html
1
2
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INTRODUCTION
DIGILOGIC Outreach and Impact Creation Strategy and Plan shall serve the project’s overall ambition to connect
the existing dots in the DIHs network in Europe and Africa to establish DIGILOGIC, the first Smart Logistic EU-AU
Digital Innovation Hub. It is inspired by the European DIGITAL DECADE vision, while bearing in mind the renewed
digital partnership between Europe and Africa4. It is a ‘living document’, enriched and improved as the project
unfolds and progresses. It is necessary to review this strategy periodically (at least once a year) to see what has
worked, what did not, and what should be done differently. The strategy should address the communication
needs of all the partners and facilitate the flow of information between them, while engaging relevant external
stakeholders both in Europe and Africa. Results should be closely monitored to deploy rapid adaptations and
corrective actions.

1.1 DIGILOGIC IN A NUTSHELL
DIGILOGIC intends to build bridges between the islands of innovation scattered across Europe and Africa,
leverage, strengthen and connect DIHs in Europe and Africa to build the first Smart Logistics Pan EU-Africa
Digital Innovation Hub fostering a broad digital transformation in the African logistics sector. Digital Innovation
Hubs are at the heart of DIGILOGIC and form a local one-stop-shop for digital innovation in targeted countries
offering: technology and knowledge transfer, peer2peer learning opportunities, matching industry, investors and
local authorities with innovative entrepreneurs. DIGILOGIC uses a multi-actor approach leveraging on a vast
network of startups, SMEs, diaspora associations, business and service providers, technology experts and endusers through its three DIHs in Europe (Germany, Finland and Italy) and two DIHs in Africa, reaching nine
countries (Ghana, Nigeria, Zambia, South Africa, Kenya, Malawi, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Mozambique).
DIGILOGIC, as an ecosystem of ecosystems, combines within the consortium the various expertise that is needed
to develop a mutually beneficiary cooperation between DIHs and strengthen DIGILOGIC’s long term
sustainability: the project is unfolding thanks to a strong intertwined work between EU and African DIHs, planting
its foundation on the
knowledge of the
Tampere
Dortmund
(Finland)
(Germany)
smart
logistics
competence centres,
leveraging on the field
Udine (Italy)
experience
and
network of local DIHs,
on
the
attentive
listening to the needs
and challenges of
Lusaka
(Zambia)
Micro
SMEs
and
Lagos
(Nigeria)
startups,
and
an
Accra
(Ghana)
iterative
system
change analysis and
impact assessment.
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FIGURE 1: DIGILOGIC IN A NUTSHELL

4 https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2021-0108_EN.html
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1.2 GROUNDING DIGILOGIC OUTREACH AND IMPACT
STRATEGY
[…] We must now make this Europe's Digital Decade
so that all citizens and businesses can access
the very best the digital world can offer […]

President VDL, Launch of Europe's Digital Decade, 8 March 2021

DIGILOGIC, funded under the Horizon 2020 programme, kicked off and operates at the dawn of the Horizon
Europe programme. Therefore, the outreach and impact strategy embed the vision for the EU’s digital decade,
and aims at contributing to the digital targets for 2030 defined by the European Commission. The lighthouse of
the project outreach and impact strategy is represented by the European ambition to empower business and
people in a human-centred, sustainable and more prosperous digital future. In particular, among the four
cardinal points of interventions outlined by the European Digital Decade vision5, DIGILOGIC intervenes and
contributes to: a) Digital transformation of business: through DIGILOGIC five Digital Innovation Hubs Partners
of the project, which, as envisioned by the EC in the Digital Europe Programme6, shall play a crucial role in
supporting SMEs and industry digitalization b) Skills: DIGILOGIC LEARN programme aims at providing concrete
knowledge transfer assets and capacity building programme for a variety of beneficiaries both in Europe and
Africa.

FIGURE 2: EUROPE DIGITAL COMPASS AREAS

Seamlessly, DIGILOGIC interjects the European International partnerships for the Digital Decade7, through
which the EU intends to promote its human-centred digital agenda on the global stage and promotes alignment
or convergence with EU norms and standards. The EU seeks to ensure that technology works for the people,
digital economies are fair and inclusive, and our societies are open, democratic and sustainable.
Last but not least, DIGILOGIC, since proposal time, was conceived as the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and thus
the choice of focusing on long lasting collaborations among EU-AU Digital Innovation Hubs around the smart
logistics vertical, fostering and mentoring innovators across both continents to develop innovative, sustainable,
green solutions for a critical node as logistics, seemed and remains highly relevant for stakeholders across the
continents. Logistics is a cross-cutting discipline and represents a critical node for the prosperous and fair growth
of businesses, communities both in Europe and Africa.

5 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/europes-digital-decade-digital-targets-2030_en
6 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-innovation-hubs-dihs-europe
7 https://ec.europa.eu/international-partnerships/topics/digital-partnerships_en
© 2020-2023 DIGILOGIC www.digilogic.africa
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2 DIGILOGIC OUTREACH AND IMPACT CREATION
STRATEGY
DIGILOGIC ambition is built around the five project Digital Innovation Hubs. These are the core and starting
point for a greater community, which comprises several individual ecosystems and stakeholders from the EC
programmes and initiatives. These include logistics organizations, universities, research and competence
centres and the numerous public and private initiatives fostering innovation, startups accelerators and
incubators in EU and AU. The primary goal of DIGILOGIC outreach and impact creation strategy is to ensure and
maximize DIGILOGIC awareness, success and effectiveness. This is to facilitate its future sustainability and
deployment. For example, by expansion to new hubs in the European and African landscape. Thus, strengthening
a community of innovators across continents, and in particular within the European DIHs network and the
emerging African networks of hubs. DIGILOGIC dissemination and communication activities face a set of unique
opportunities and challenges, which will be met as explained below.

2.1 OBJECTIVES
DIGILOGIC has defined a set of clear objectives to guide the outreach and impact creation activities. These
objectives shall ensure that the whole set of actions implemented by PROTON (leading WP5 Boost) and
supported by all the partners, remains consistent and articulated around the following:
o

Establish and maintain a distinctive and recognizable identity across all promotional and marketing
materials.

o

Ensure broad visibility and raise awareness about DIGILOGIC both in Europe and Africa, spreading
knowledge about the project and its results.

o

Reach, stimulate and engage a critical mass of relevant stakeholders to ensure that:
•

o
o

the Learn Programme, both the DIGILOGIC smart logistics mentoring and the inclusive capacity
building programmes, are effectively and properly disseminated to the targeted audiences for
maximum participation and impact;
• the innovators in Europe and Africa participate in the DIGILOGIC Challenges, submitting relevant
and qualitative proposals;
• the results of DIGILOGIC and projects selected out of the Challenges are effectively showcased,
leading to validation, improvement and possibly further adoption.
Facilitate exploitation of the project’s assets (such as the eLearning and collaboration platform) and
promote the development of the established ecosystem.
Establish strong liaisons and ensure close collaboration with relevant initiatives in the research and
innovation domains.

2.2 MULTILEVEL APPROACH
The structure of the DIGILOGIC communication and dissemination strategy follows the overall multi-level
project’s approach, based on:
o

Levels of activities:
•
•
•

o

Strengthening DIHs networks and collaboration
Foster long term EU-Africa DIHs collaboration and EU-Africa innovators collaboration
Foster knowledge and innovative smart logistics solutions
The development of DIGILOGIC as an ecosystem of ecosystems (led by WP1 CONNECT) which aims at
mapping and retain a cohesive and active group of stakeholders engaged in DIGILOGIC deployment.

© 2020-2023 DIGILOGIC www.digilogic.africa
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o

The project’s phases which see different activities deployment (e.g. ongoing ecosystem mapping, technology
radar establishment, eLearning Platform launching at around M06, Challenges launch in year two, innovators
mentoring in year two and three etc.) corresponding to the engagement of different set of stakeholders and
led by different partners.

o

The international and multicultural audience addressed by DIGILOGIC, which embodies African and
European stakeholders, media and beneficiaries of different backgrounds, motivations and needs.

For each level within a phase, the main focus, messages and target audience are identified. The communication
plan will feature the communication tools used to implement these three four strategic levels.

2.3 DIGILOGIC STAKEHOLDERS
The implementation of the communication and dissemination activities of DIGILOGIC is tailored according to key
target groups identified in each phase and at every ecosystem level. As a result, the audience is aligned with the
focus and key messages. Such groups are broadly divided according to the direct and indirect relationship
established by WP5: Direct stakeholders are represented by the partners of the consortium, but also by actors
identified at a wider European scale by WP1 like the European Institutions, Digital Innovation Hubs in Europe and
Africa, NGOs, innovators, European and African Associations or Organisations. DIGILOGIC DIHs partners (MEST,
B-HIVE, ECM, VTT, Friuli Innovazione) are already helping the dissemination through their wide network of
associates. Indirect stakeholders are identified at a local level by DIHs and are subject to a more territory specific
communication activity. The direct and indirect stakeholders represent the backbone of the communication and
dissemination strategy (Figure 3) and are explained in more detail below together with their corresponding key
message.
Diaspora
Communities
African DIHs
Networks

#2 GROUND

Local
Government

MAKE-IT-for Africa

Africa-Europe
Innovation
Partnership
ICT-58
and other
EC relevant
#3 LEARN
projects

Logistic
Business
operators/ Industries/Local
associations Chambers

Africa’Innov
VCs

Innovative
entrepreneurs

ENABLERS

INNOVATORS

#4 IMPLEMENT
RELEVANT
INIATIVES

#1 CONNECT
European
Commission

European
Neighbourhood
Instrument

EU External
Action
EU delegations
in AU targeted
countries

ICT professionals
EU-AU DIHs
Universities &
Research Centres

CHALLENGES
WINNERS
NGOs

EUROPEAID

ECOWAS
NEPAD

Press at
EU level
European
Development
Cooperation
Instrument

EU BODIES

Innovative
SMEs/MSMEs

Start-ups

Sector
Organisations

EU EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS

African
Union

WORK
PACKAGES

GENERAL
PUBLIC

PARTNERS OF
THE CONSORTIUM

NGOs
Sector
Organizations

COMESA

MARGINALISED
YOUTH, WOMEN,
VULNERABLE GROUPS

Local press
in targeted
AU countries

Smart
Africa

AU BODIES

AU EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS

FIGURE 3: DIGILOGIC STAKEHOLDERS

Table 1 below presents the main message related to the impact expected on these groups of stakeholders, along
with the first plan of activities based on the community building and outreach and impact creation plans during
the implementation of the project.
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TABLE 1 DIGILOGIC STAKEHOLDERS

TARGET

KEY MESSAGE

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVES

Group: DIGILOGIC DIHs and their network of DIHs in Europe and Africa

5
DIHs
+
affiliated DIHs
in Europe and
Africa

Benefit from DIGILOGIC structured
ecosystem
mapping
and
community building activities to
enhance the services offered to
your innovators. Grow your DIH
visibility at an international level

•
•
•
•
•

Peer2peer workshop
Ecosystem mapping and
opportunities spotted
Circulation of news,
events and opportunities
Knowledge
and
technology sharing
Participation to events in
EU and AU

Nurture long lasting
collaboration
between EU and AU
DIHs

Group: Startups, innovative SMEs, ICT professional, innovators at large

Startups,
SMEs,
ICT
professionals
in targeted AU
countries and
EU

Benefit from DIGILOGIC combined
technologies
and
knowledge
resources to upskill your curriculum
and competence– be part of a pan
EUAU network of innovators;

Enrol DIGILOGIC eLearning
platform
• Attend webinars and
workshops
• Submit
proposal
to
DIGILOGIC Bootcamp

Encourage
upskilling,
innovators
networking
and
offering
highly
qualified mentoring
across EU-AU

Group: Innovators, Startup, SMEs whose proposal get selected and enter the implementation phase

Startups,
SMEs,
ICT
professionals
in targeted AU
countries and
EU

Benefit and leverage upon the
mentoring and services offered by
DIGILOGIC DIHs to develop your
innovation. Leverage upon the
network of companies, investors to
trial the solution, benefit from
visibility and promotion (e.g.
participation to events, interviews
published on DIGILOGIC online
media)

•
•
•
•
•

Mentoring and coaching
activities by DIHs
Invitation to participate in
the Bootcamp
Invitation to participate to
external events
with DIGILOGIC
Targeted press coverage
and
online
communication

Promote
the
solutions
developed by the
selected
innovators,
facilitating uptake
and
financing
opportunities.

Group: Industries, SMEs, Local Authorities interested in smart logistics solutions

Logistics and
non-logistics
industries,
local

Liaise with innovators in the
logistics domain, awareness on last
achievements, contribute to the
delivery of new / advanced

© 2020-2023 DIGILOGIC www.digilogic.africa
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authorities
(e.g.
ports),
International
Organizations
and
SMEs
interested in
smart logistics
solutions

processes / tools in Benefit from
leverage upon the advanced
technological
solutions
and
business models, liaise with
innovators and greater DHIs
networking EU-AU Inform about
DIGILOGIC project advancements,
best practices, use cases, outcomes,
liaise with local, EU and global
initiatives, liaise with policy makers

•

innovations
(e.g.
Bootcamp)
Be part of the DIGILOGIC
ecosystem mapping and
receive insights

SMEs
in
the
adoption of smart
logistics solutions
(also developed by
DIGILOGIC selected
innovators)
to
ensure
promote
competitiveness,
sustainability,
fairness and jobs
creation

Group: Potential investors (public-private funding)

Public
and
Private funding
(e.g.
GSMA
M4D
/
ecosystem
accelerator)
foundations,
Corporate
venture
initiatives (e.g.
Airbus); VC

Liaise with innovators in the
logistics domain, awareness on last
achievements, contribute to the
delivery of new / advanced
processes / tools in. Benefit from
leverage upon the advanced
technological
solutions
and
business models, liaise with
innovators and greater DHIs
networks in EU-AU

•

•

•

Engagement as mentors
for business modelling;
fundraising skills
Engagement
as
evaluators of DIGILOGIC
Challenges
submitted
proposal
Targeted communication
via email/social media

Enabling knowledge
and
technology
across
borders
among
EU-AU
startups
and
facilitating
their
access to potential
uptakers
and
investors

Group: Media and Civil society

Media, Public,
users, NGOs

Inform for project advancements,
best practices, outcomes, liaise
with DIGILOGIC stakeholders,
awareness on social aspects of
incubation
and
acceleration
programmes, liaise with startups
and innovators

•

•
•

Engage
at
specific
events/workshops
and
exhibitions
Targeted publications and
online communication
Project results in various
forms

Inform media and
civil society about
the
goals
and
achievement of the
project, funded by
the
European
Commission

Group: Policy makers, regulators and public authorities

Actors
committed to
support
the
development
of the EUAfrica Digital
Alliance and
African Digital
Single Market

•

Make informed strategic decisions
and plan targeted activities,
investments and calls on for the
good of EU-Africa economies and
societies
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Promote the outputs of
the
project
and
Challenges
finalist
projects in various forms
Amplify
knowledge
transfer (e.g. participation
to working groups and
policy debates)
Participation to dedicated
policy event

Engage
policy
makers, regulators
and
public
authorities
to
facilitate
innovators’
opportunities
to
strive,
access
financing, ensuring
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transparency
fairness.

and

Group: Marginalized youth, women and vulnerable groups in targeted AU countries

Unemployed
youth, women
and vulnerable
groups
in
targeted AU
countries

Take the opportunity for digital
literacy
knowledge,
directly
relevant to your activity and
interests. Acquire entrepreneurial
skills to make your MSME less
vulnerable

•

Participation to DIGITAL
learning programme

•

Participation to dedicated
local workshops

•

Be part of a network
within the local DIH

Empower
marginalized youth,
women
and
vulnerable groups
through
entrepreneurial
and digital skills.

Group: Researchers and Academy

Researchers
from industry
and academy

Benefit and leverage upon the
results, new suggested solutions
and experiment, publications, and
networking, share achievements
within DIGILOGIC community to
facilitate
know-how
and
technology transfer and link
research results to specific use case
and domains / verticals /
applications

•
•

Invitation to participate in
workshops
Engage with at selected
scientific events to voice
them

Ensure DIGILOGIC
activities
and
results are widely
disseminated to the
research
community
for
further uptake and
development.

More details regarding the DIGILOGIC stakeholders mapping and engagement are provided by D1.1 Vision and
list of Stakeholders and D1.2 Map of ecosystem, video narration and brief on levers of change.

2.4 DISSEMINATION & COMMUNICATION AT TIME OF
COVID-19
Our project operates in unprecedented times, faced with a crisis of monumental proportions. The COVID-19
pandemic has brought a lot of challenges but also opportunities, especially for the ICT sector. To ensure
DIGILOGIC’s success in these unusual times, among others, a communication and dissemination mitigation plan
has been put in place. The consortium closely monitors the situation, trying to anticipate early on the next steps
that need to be taken. DIGILOGIC anticipated that several events might be cancelled or conducted online and are
already presenting the project virtually whenever necessary. Moreover, the production of promotional materials
will be adapted to the current situation and the majority of dissemination activities will happen virtually. To make
online meetings more interesting and engaging, DIGILOGIC is using tools, such as “Slido” and interactive boards
like “Miro”. Last but not least, for the time being, all planned project partners’ meetings are held online to
minimize the risks.
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2.5 SUSTAINABLE DISSEMINATION AND
COMMUNICATION APPROACH
The DIGILOGIC dissemination and communication approach takes into account the sustainability principles for
the organization of events and the production of communication materials. For this purpose, DIGILOGIC will:
o Organize virtual meetings and workshops instead of face-to-face events, which is now mandatory given the
current pandemic crisis
o

Avoid using material resources where possible (avoiding printing flyers when unnecessary and promote the
online download, producing promotional materials using recycled materials and avoiding single-use
products, for example)

o

Encourage the reduction of emissions through sustainable mobility practices (e.g., recommending bicycle
use, public transport at DIGILOGIC events and rewarding these actions)

o

Work with suppliers (printers, caterers, etc.) that use sustainable products and materials

o

Try to measure the carbon footprint and compensation of emissions of partners’ traveling to dissemination
events.
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3 DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION PLAN
DIGILOGIC makes use of diverse communication tools that serve the specific goals, key messages and target
groups at each phase and at every ecosystem level. The goal of the communication plan is therefore to provide
an exhaustive document to successfully implement DIGILOGIC communication and dissemination strategy. Given
its flexible and adaptable nature, the communication plan is conceived as a living document, subject to revisions
and changes during the entire duration of the project.
3.1.1
1.

DIGILOGIC DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION PHASES

PHASE 1 - SOWING (M01-M12)

Scope: To design the dissemination, communication and community building strategy and plan, including
refinement and mapping of target groups and selection of dedicated communication tools and community
building activities, and to inform all relevant stakeholders about the DIGILOGIC scope and objectives. This phase
will also be dedicated to defining the liaisons and interaction mechanisms with the rest of the domain entities
and players, including relevant key stakeholders from the defined target groups and the relevant innovation
activities, including the IA and CSA funded under the ICT-58-2020. In this first phase the eLearning platform will
be launched (Task 3.1), within the DIGILOGIC website, offering not only learning modules, but also a forum/chat
space to foster contamination and dialogue among innovators and enable 1-to-1/few tuitions with experts. An
intense promotional campaign will be launched not only to foster innovators’ enrolment, but also to stimulate
potential contributors to learning materials and technology toolsets (such as universities, vocational training
centres, open source initiatives, technology providers etc.)
Measures: The DIGILOGIC website MS2 has been achieved, the Outreach and impact creation strategy and plan
D5.1, is the current document, the community building strategy (D1.1), the Community map and database (D1.2),
a dedicated calendar of events is described in this document, a project introduction flyer was not developed as,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic the project could not attend any physical event yet, a project presentation (slides)
was prepared, dedicated social media channels have been established, DIGILOGIC eLearning platform
promotional campaign will be launched around M06, DIGILOGIC participate to two conferences presenting the
DIGILOGIC concept and the first edition of the DIGILOGIC e-newsletter was circulated. DIGILOGIC is currently in
this phase and Section 4 of this document describes in detail the actions already taken and the activities under
way.
2.

PHASE 2 – FLOWERING (M13-24)

Scope: DIGILOGIC will continue promoting the eLearning programme, setting up a communication calendar
synched with the publication of new learning modules and the calendar of live experts’ classes. It will also support
the participation of vulnerable groups, in targeted African countries, in the capacity building trainings organized
in Accra, Lagos and Lusaka. Furthermore, around M17, a dedicated communication campaign, will be developed
to engage innovators in DIGILOGIC Challenges, including a dedicated webinar to present the Challenges and
answer to participants’ questions. At M24, when the Challenges Bootcamp is foreseen, a set of live coverage
communication activities, video interviews and video reporting will enrich DIGILOGIC communication to a wide
audience, and the engagement of specialised and local media. All along, in close collaboration with WP1 a set of
activities, such as a dedicated mailing list, periodic calls etc. will be organized to keep the crucial nodes of
DIGILOGIC ecosystem informed and engaged. DIGILOGIC will leverage on relevant events to present the project’s
activities, raise awareness and engage innovators in the Learning and Challenges Programmes.
Measures: Slide-based presentations of first project results, a video to promote the Challenges, animation of
social logistics channels, a number of news items pushed out via the DIGILOGIC website, newsletters, and
participation in selected events, to promote the project and the engagement of, organization of the Challenges
engagement webinar, support to the Bootcamp organization and live communication.
3. PHASE 3 – HARVESTING (M25-36)
Scope: To showcase the innovators selected for the implementation phase, to disseminate the work conducted
during the Bootcamp for future uptake, to continue promoting the participation to the learning programme
offered by DIGILOGIC through dedicated promotional activities. This includes online publications, development
and distribution of promo materials, deliverables, participation in selected events, organization of the mid-term
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projects’ webinar and the innovators final pitch webinar. Moreover, DIGILOGIC will organize a dedicated Demo
Day, ideally collocated with a major event, for the innovators who successfully completed the implementation
phase (WP4). Final results and lessons learnt will be disseminated through media, publications and presentations
at relevant events for future uptake and foster sustainability after project end.
Measures: Promotional material in various forms, publications, established liaisons with relevant initiatives, a
number of news items pushed out via the project’s website channels, including press releases, innovators’
projects’ reports, additional editions of the e-newsletter, interviews, videoclips, dedicated webinars,
participation to events, infographics presenting results and lessons learnt from the Impact Assessment activities
(Task 5.3). Definition of the sustainability plan (Task 5.4).

FIGURE 4: DIGILOGIC COMMUNICATION PHASES

3.2 ONLINE COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
The communication of a multi-layered and geographically spread project such as DIGILOGIC relies heavily on the
use of online communication tools. Web-based channels and other instruments favour a faster and a more
efficient dissemination of information while allowing the creation of a stronger, more interconnected network.
This is even more relevant today, when the COVID-19 pandemic is reducing the opportunities for face-to-face
meetings and events.
3.2.1

WEBSITE & WEBSITE PROMOTION

DIGILOGIC’s website enhances the visitors’ experience, providing a one-stop shop for promotion of the project
activities. In particular, the following actions have already been implemented:
o

Create and share an editorial calendar (see Appendix B) with all partners to guide our communication with
the community, based on their needs and our offering, as well as maintain a consistent schedule of news
articles (e.g. direct engagement of partners in the communication efforts allows us to create a Section on
the website with testimonials and partner introductions).

o

Encourage partners to submit their project’s news to the DIGILOGIC website for republishing to the broader
audience. This will strengthen the relevance of the website as well as increase the reach and impact of the
news.

o

Encourage partners to repost news of direct and indirect interest from partners and the general media. This
shows that DIGILOGIC is involved and engaged in the larger world. If possible, this content should be posted
with added commentary that demonstrates expertise and adds value to the article.
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o

Organize and aggregate news articles by topic and relevance to improve the ability to share e.g., via social
channels, especially when dealing with calls to action such as events and open calls. This allows each project
to maximize the value of its communication outreach.

3.2.2

SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media platforms are an essential communication tool to maximise the project’s dissemination outreach.
In fact, the diverse types of platforms represent a prolific space to attain a widespread yet targeted audience.
Therefore, the social media strategy represents an essential complementary element of the communication plan,
as well as an additional tool to implement the communication strategy. To ensure a robust and prominent
presence within our targeted audiences’ social media sphere, DIGILOGIC:
o

Created and shared a social media publishing schedule that identifies optimal times for publishing project
information on social media, as well as indicating offset times for resharing partners and relevant
projects/initiatives social content. Through this, each partner can publish their social content at the most
appropriate time while ensuring that the network shares and amplifies it to the best extent.

o

This amplification is achieved by ensuring that all partners follow each other on social media, and reshare
content with commentary regularly. To maximize the value of the reshares, DIGILOGIC will provide offset
windows to each partner. For example, if a post is made on a Tuesday morning, some partners’ offsets will
ask for sharing that afternoon, while some will be asked to share the next morning or afternoon. In this way,
the message is shared widely and reinforced, instead of saturating the channels at one time.

o

Encourage project partners to actively monitor and share the DIGILOGIC channels for content suitable for
resharing, preferably with commentary. This will increase the reach and impact for each partner as well as
the DIGILOGIC community.

o

Consolidate important calls to action, news articles and events posted to the DIGILOGIC Editorial Plan and
website and directly share them with partners

With different media channels, the reach is, by nature, differentiated. In general terms, DIGILOGIC aims to use
specific social media for the following specific target audiences:
TABLE 2 : SOCIAL MEDIA AND RESPECTIVE AUDIENCES

CHANNEL

AUDIENCE

ACTIVITY

FREQUENCY

Twitter

DIHs, Innovators, relevant
projects,
development
agencies, press, EC and
African policy makers

Short form copy and captivating visual
to drive traffic to DIGILOGIC news and
events. Keep the dialogue with relevant
initiatives through retweets

1 tweet per day
2-3 re-tweets/day

Facebook

Young innovators, youth and
general audience (main
social media African general
audience)

Short form copy for enlarged general
audience, more colloquial tone to
engage interest among youth,
innovators

2 posts per week
3-4 posts sharing per
week

LinkedIn

DIHs, Industrial players,
professionals
(ICT
and
logistics),
relevant
associations

Medium form copy with more
formal/professional content to engage
on relevant topics and create a
community of interested professionals
in EU – AU

1 post per day
4-5 posts sharing per
day

YouTube

Innovators,
audience

Explainer videos to highlight the project
and its findings. Recording of
DIGILOGIC public events

Posting videos when
released by the
project

3.2.3

General

GUIDELINES FOR SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS

All social media communications are:
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o

Engaging. The content must be topical and engaging and inform the target stakeholders about the facts, as
well as remind them what DIGILOGIC is and aims for.

o

Consistent. All content must be consistent and in line with the DIGILOGIC positioning, content structuring,
channels, and scheduling.

With respect to active communication via Twitter, specific attention is paid to the choice of the most appropriate
hashtags on a case-by-case basis (e.g., when posts focus on film-related media and events, hashtags and handles
to be included will be selected to fit the topic). Hashtags can be a very useful tool for broadening the community
and acquiring new followers. However, they need to be carefully chosen or they are just wasting character count.
A hashtag that is too broad means our message will be lost in the noise. For example, if #media is used, it is going
to be instantly buried under mass media communications.
On the other hand, hashtags that are too specific mean that they are only visible to people who are already
aware of the project. For example, #PROJECTNAME is only visible to those who already know the project.
DIGILOGIC uses Twitter to establish meaningful connections with an active and relevant audience (EC, policy
makers, media stakeholders, innovators, general public). These connections can produce beneficial opportunities
for the project across the network of stakeholders. It also serves to tell everybody in real time what is happening
in the co-creation workshops and other activities of the project. To maximize the impact of the project on social
media channels, images and GIFs are created and shared with all the partners. Tweets can be directed to specific
accounts using @TWITTER-HANDLE in tweets. More details on the work carried out so far, are provided in Section
4.4.

3.3 PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS
DIGILOGIC will produce a variety of dedicated promotional materials presenting the project and its
achievements, e.g., posters, roll-ups, flyers, brochures, multimedia content, videos, photo galleries, and
giveaways. All materials will be produced in alignment with the planning for presentations, organization and
participation in events.

3.4 VIDEOS
Online animation content is extremely important to convey DIGILOGIC key messages in a more dynamic and
attractive way. WP5 is responsible for the production of promotional pictures and videos whose content and aim
will change along the different phases (e.g. presentation of the project goals, promotion of DIGILOGIC eLearning
platform, launch of DIGILOGIC Challenges, etc.) and ecosystem levels. Such online material will be spread through
the main online channels (social media platforms, the newsletter, etc). Face-to-face encounters (when possible
as the pandemic subsidises) will be the occasion to produce some more promotional content, since all the
Partners will be present. The videos of DIGILOGIC will be published in a dedicated YouTube Channel which is
linked from DIGILOGIC website and cross-promoted on other social media. The project has also defined a specific
KPI related to videos production and consumption (see Table 9), aiming at releasing 4 videos per year, and 200
views for each video. More details regarding the videos edited in the first quarter of 2021 and the ongoing work
are provided is Section 4.7 of this document.

3.5 PLANNED WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS
3.5.1

EVENTS TO BE ORGANISED BY DIGILOGIC

At proposal time, DIGILOGIC outlined a detailed planning of events to support the different activities envisioned
by the project across the three years. The Table 3 below provides a detailed overview:
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TABLE 3 : EVENTS TO BE ORGANISED BY DIGILOGIC

M01M06

CONNECT
DIHs Ecosystem Building
(WP1)
Training on systems thinking
(M01) COMPLETED
Two interactive online
experts’ consultations with
DIGILOGIC
stakeholders
(M03 and M04) COMPLETED
40+ in depth interviews with
stakeholders COMPLETED
HLAB meeting co-located
with project meeting – This
will be the first meeting of 2
for this period - The
consortium will prepare an
agenda on topic areas in
advance of the High Level
Advisory Board (HLAB)
meetings (at least a week in
advance)
Impact and Innovation
Board (IIB) meeting– This
will be the first meeting of 2
for this period - The
consortium will prepare an
agenda on topic areas in
advance of the IB meetings
(at least a week in advance)

LEARN
Smart logistics mentoring &
Capacity-Building (WP3)
Digital launch of DIGILOGIC
eLearning Platform (M06)
• 1 webinar to foster contribution
• 1 digital peer learning round
between consortium partners,
to start sharing entrepreneurial
support best practices

• Periodic call/meetings x 3
with
DIGILOGIC
stakeholders
(quarterly)
including IB x 4

• ±10 live webinars offered by
DIHs experts within the smart
logistics programme
• 2 impact co-creative labs
matching MSMEs needs with
innovators solutions design
• 2 capacity building courses (1
month each-Phygital8) for
vulnerable groups in targeted
AU countries
• ±10 live webinars offered by
DIHs experts within the smart
logistics programme

•
•

•
M07
–
M12

•

•

M13M24

M25M36

8

• Periodic call/meetings x 3
HLAB
with
DIGILOGIC
stakeholders
(quarterly)
including IB x 4

IMPLEMENT (Challenges)
(WP4)

• 1 webinar to foster enrolment
• Kick off a series of live and
recorded mentoring sessions on
smart logistics through the
eLearning platform
• 2 digital peer learning rounds
between consortium partners
and
guest
DIHs/relevant
stakeholders, addressing the
innovation support challenges
about digital upskilling and
smart logistics

• 4 impact co-creative labs
matching MSMEs needs with
innovators solutions design

• Webinar
to
Challenges call
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the

• 3-day Bootcamp engaging the
selected proposals

• 1 online assessment workshop
for each challenge at around
M28
• 1 full day final online pitch event
at around M34
• Demo Day at around M34 of the
best
developed
projects
showcasing
their
results,
possibly co-located with major
startup events

Phygital (physical plus digital) is a marketing term that describes blending digital experiences with physical ones
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Moreover, DIGILOGIC plans to organise 4 promotional events with at least 30 participants each, by December
2023 (in the form of webinars or phygital attendance) to promote the project ambition, activities and results.
The first one is scheduled for M06 and more details are provided in Section 4.9.2.
3.5.2

DIGILOGIC ATTENDING and PRESENTING AT EXTERNAL EVENTS

Table 4 presents relevant conferences and events where DIGILOGIC could be presented, it is an initial mapping
which is constantly updated by the Partners and allows the consortium to identify opportunities for further
promotion. Report, D5.5 First outreach impact creation activities report due at M18 will provide more details on
the attended events. More details regarding the events attended at M04 and concrete actions planned for Year
1 are provided in Section 4.9 of this document.
TABLE 4 : RELEVANT EVENTS M1-M36

EVENTS

DATE,
LOCATION

TYPE OF
AUDIENCE

APPROX
AUDIENCE
SIZE

ACTIVITIES

LEAD
PARTNER

Emerging Valley

7-8 April Online

Innovators,
Policy Makers.
SMEs

< 50

Panels
presentation
of DIGILOGIC

PROTON

EU Industry Days 2021

23-26 Feb
Conference

Industry,
innovators,
logistics
operator,
policy makers

18-Mar
Conference

Innovators,
SMEs, logistics
operators

Finnish Week of Business
in Zambia

7-11 April
Virtual

Hannover Messe
Yearly
Logistics Day

LOGISTIEKDAG 2021

PROTON
> 5,000

Attend the
event
ECM

> 100

Attend the
event

Industry,
innovators,
SMEs

> 100

Panels
presentation
of DIGILOGIC

12-16 April
Hannover

Industry,
researchers

> 5,000

15-Apr
Online

Industry,
innovators,
logistics
operator,
policy makers

>100

"AV meets":
BMWi
Außenwirtschaftstage:
Diversifying value and
supply chains to Africa The case of automotive"

21-Apr
Online

"AV meets"
BMWi
Außenwirtschaftstage:
Impact of the Due
Diligence in Supply Chains
Act"

23-Apr
Online
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policy makers
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innovators,
logistics
operator,
policy makers
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VTT, BHIVE
ALL

Webinar and
news for
DIGILOGIC

ECM

Attend the
event

ECM,
PROTON

Attend the
event

ECM

>50

>50
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7th Edition of East Africa
Transport &
Infrastructure

26 – 27 Apr
Intercontinental
Addis, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia

EU Startups Summit

28-30 April

TBC

B-HIVE

Promotion of
DIGILOGIC
Challenges
next year.
Present
DIGILOGIC
innovators in
2023

VTT,
PROTON

TBC

ECM

MEST, BHIVE
PROTON

> 1,000

Promotion of
DIGILOGIC
Challenges
next year.
Present
DIGILOGIC
innovators in
2023

Government,
tech
industries,
innovators,
SMEs

> 1,000

Promotion of
DIGILOGIC
Challenges
next year.
Present
DIGILOGIC
innovators in
2023

MEST, BHIVE

Innovators
from Ghana,
industries
from
Germany

>100

Attend the
event

MEST,
ECM

Policy makers,
industry,
SMEs

Innovators,
angel
investors, VCs,
corporate

7th International
Conference on Vehicle
Technology and
Intelligent Transport
Systems - VEHITS 2021

28– 30 Apr
Online

Afrobyte

25 May

ICT
researchers,
policy makers

Innovators,
angel
investors, VCs,
corporate

Africa TechWeek

Digital Event Germany Ghana (IHK Dortmund)

>50

> 1,000

>50

TBC

20-May
Online

Transport logistic Online
2021

4-6 May
Online

Industry and
logistics
experts

>50

Attend the
event

ECM, VTT

ITF Transport Innovation
for Sustainable
Development

26 -28 May Online

ICT
researchers,
policy makers

>50

Attend the
event

ENDEVA

Intralogistica Italia

31 May -3 June
Milan

Industry and
logistics
experts

>500

TBC

FINN

TrasportLogitech

10-13 June
Milan

Industry and
logistics
experts

>5,000

TBC

FINN

14-16 June
2021 online

Logistics and
transportation

300

Planning 1st
DIGILOGIC

ECM

8th International Physical
Internet Conference
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experts and
practitioners

webinar colocated with
IPIC on digital
logistics
innovation in
African
markets

Europe Africa Innovation
partnership event

29 June
Online

EU-Africa
DIHs,
innovators,
accelerators

>100

Planning
DIGILOGIC
presentation

PROTON

4YFN Connecting Startups

28 June - 1 Jul
Barcelona

Innovators,
policy makers,
researchers

>5,000

TBC

FINN,
ENDEVA

European Research and
Innovation Days 2021

23-24 June
Online

Researchers,
policy makers,
industry,
SMEs

>5,000

TBC

ALL

IAME 2021 Conference

29 June - 1 July
Rotterdam

ICT
researchers,
innovators,
academics

>100

>100

TBC

8-9 Sept
Rome

Social
innovators,
policy makers,
academics

>50

TBC

TBC

European Transport
Conference

9-15 Sept
Online

ICT
researchers,
policy makers,
industry

>100

TBC

VTT, ECM

Zukunftskongress
Logistik/ Future Logistics
Congress

14-15
September
2021
(2022/2023)

Logistics and
supply chain
experts,
practitioners,
and decision
makers

>500

Planning a
dedicated
session on
smart logistics
in Africa and/
or relating the
Digital
Logistics
Award to
DIGILOGIC

ECM

ICSD2021

International Conference
on Transport and Smart
Cities 2021

17- 19 Sept
Frankfurt,
Germany

ICT
researchers,
innovators

>100

TBC

TBC

AFSIC

11-12 Oct
London

Investors, VCs

>100

TBC

PROTON

ITS World Congress 2021

11-15 Oct
Hamburg

ICT
researchers,
innovators,
academics

>100

TBC

TBC

13-14 Oct
Hamburg

Logistics and
supply chain

>200

TBC

ECM

Logistics Summit
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experts and
practitioners
12-14 Oct
Wien

Logistics and
supply chain
experts and
practitioners

>200

TBC

ECM

17-20 Oct 2021
Dubai

Emerging
markets
startups,
investors, ICT

>5,000

DIGILOGIC
booth

PROTON

"Deutscher Logistik
Kongress 2021International Supply
Chain Conference 2021"

20-22 Oct
Berlin
(2022/2023)

Logistics and
supply chain
experts and
practitioners

>3,000

Contribution
in the call for
papers.

ECM

Logistics Digital Tech
Congress

24-25 Nov
Madrid 2021

Logistics and
supply chain
experts and
practitioners

>200

TBC

TBC

AfricArena Summit

December
2021, Cape
Town

Startups,
investors

>700

Challenges
presentation

PROTON,
B-HIVE

German-African Economic
Forum NRW

Feb-March
2022

Corporates,
Policy makers

>100

TBC

MEST,
ECM

MIT Sloan Africa Innovate
Conference

Annual around
April 2022

Industry,
academic,
investment,
and policy
makers

>200

TBC

MEST,
PROTON

Parcel + Post Expo

GITEX Future Stars

EDIH Conference 2022

TBC

European
DIHs

>500

TBC

VTT, FINN
ECM

Tranform Africa Summit

TBC (postponed
because of
COVID-19)

Policy makers,
innovators,
industries

>2,000

TBC

B-HIVE,
MEST

3.6 SYNERGIES AND LIAISONS WITH RELATED PROJECTS
AND INITIATIVES
Thanks to DIGILOGIC Project Officer, DIGILOGIC had the chance to present itself to a variety of relevant
stakeholders with the European Commission, since its inception, at the KOM where representatives from DG
GROWTH, Joint Research Centre (JRC), AEIP, PRIDA project. In the meanwhile, DIGILOGIC has identified and it’s
reaching out to other relevant initiatives and projects to extend its outreach and opportunities for collaboration.
TABLE 5 : DIGILOGIC LIAISONS WITH PROJECTS AND INITIATIVES

PROJECT / INITIATIVE

SHORT DESCRIPTION
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Digital for Development
Hub (D4D),
https://d4dlaunch.eu/

IA and CSA of H2020 ICT58-2020
International partnership
building between
European and African
innovation hubs
(Hubiquitos, AEDIB,
AfriconEU, Enrich Africa)

African Europe Innovation
Partnership (AEIP)

PRIDA

DG INTPA

The D4D Hub is the key tool to have a
Team Europe in action with
unprecedented
levels
of
coordination,
advancing
multistakeholder dialogue to leverage
expertise and resources and share
best practices. EU Member States
including Germany, France, Belgium,
Estonia and Luxembourg are at the
forefront
of
promoting
new
international partnerships on digital
transformation as Team Europe. The
D4D Hub is coordinated by GIZ.

Continuous alignment, sharing of best
practises and using synergies on
communication and dissemination.
DIGILOGIC had an initial meeting with
D4D.

All projects focus on supporting DIH in
Africa in different aspects.

Regular exchange and alignment on
operative and strategic issues, share
deliverables and explore synergies in
different areas.
DIGILOGIC already had meetings with
some of them.

EC project which aims to support and
connect innovation and technology
incubators and accelerators in
tapping into new markets, find their
trusted
partner
across
the
Mediterranean.
It’s joint initiative of the African Union
(AU), the European Union (EU) and
the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU), that enables the African
continent to reap the benefits of
digitalization by addressing various
dimensions of broadband demand
and supply in Africa and building the
capacities of AU Member States in the
Internet Governance space.
The department for International
Partnerships
(DG INTPA)
is
responsible for formulating the EU's
international
partnership
and
development policy.

DIGILOGIC established a liaison with
AEIP since its inception and it’s already
cross-sharing news and will present at
the AEIP final event in June 2021.

DIGILOGIC established a liaison with
AEIP since its inception and it is
currently sharing news with PRIDA
project and leveraging upon PRIDA
project network. At a later stage it will
share with PRIDA lessons learned and
ecosystem mapping.
DIGILOGIC organised a meeting to
better understand the DIgitalization
Strategy and Objectives for EU
development
and
international
partnerships. The collaboration with
DG
INPA
is
also
essential
to share lessons learned replicable in
other sectors and disseminate
DIGILOGIC results.

DIHNET.EU - Next
Generation European DIH
Network, www.dihnet.eu,
H2020 DT-ICT-06-2018

Coordination and support action on
DIHs of the European Commission.

It is summarizing, enhancing and
facilitating
the
European
DIH
community.

DIH-World - Accelerating
deployment and
matureness of DIHs for

DIH-World aims to harmonise and
widen the landscape of European
DIHs across all of Europe to address

Aligning the DIH Academy to DIGILOGIC
learning portal can leverage synergies
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the benefit of Digitisation
of European SMEs,
www.dih-world.eu, DTICT-03-2020 - I4MS (phase
4)

the “digital innovation hubs divide”.
DIH-World aims to accelerate the
uptake
of
advanced
digital
technologies
by
European
manufacturing SMEs in all sectors by
supporting
them
in
building
sustainable competitive advantages
and reaching global markets by
establishing a DIH Academy.

between both projects and result in
global scaling.

Alliance for Logistics
Innovation through
Collaboration in Europe
(ETP Alice), www.etplogistics.eu/

Officially recognized public-private
partnership for logistics innovation,
supporting and assisting the
implementation of the EU Programs
for research: Horizon 2020 and
Horizon Europe.

The European Technology Platform
ALICE is set-up to develop a
comprehensive strategy for research,
innovation and market deployment of
logistics and supply chain management
innovation in Europe and can act as a
multiplying
and
supporting
organization on all logistics topics.

Digital Ecosystems
Initiative of the German
Ministry of Economic
Affairs and Energy (dehub) www.de-hub.de/

The Digital Hub Initiative consists of
twelve hubs, creating partnerships by
connecting SMEs and corporations
with the newest innovators from the
science and start-up scene. The digital
Hubs provide a strong network that
stimulates innovation by promoting
the exchange of expertise in
technology and business.

African innovators can be brought into
the initiative, networking and taking
part in relevant conferences and
establish connections with corporate
partners.

Bundesvereinigung
Logistik e.V. (BVL),
German Supply Chain
Association,
www.bvl.de/en

BVL with its 9.000+ members is the
leading
professional
network
association in Germany.

Alignment and exchange on the
African-German cooperation in smart
logistics.

Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI) is the
economic development agency of the
Federal Republic of Germany.

The agency is connected with Africa
Business Guide and can establish
connections. GTAI can be used to
disseminate project results. It is a
trusted point of contact within the
German industry for organisations
looking for foreign trade and
investment opportunities.

The international unit of Dortmund
Chamber of Industry and Commerce
supports companies in all areas of
foreign business. They provide
information, services and events on
all aspects of foreign trade.

IHK zu Dortmund hosts several events
focusing on start-ups from Ghana and
Nigeria where DIGILOGIC may promote
its Challenges and to get to know
organisations who are interested in
doing business in these countries and
start-ups interested in working with
European DIHs.

Programme of Finnish Foreign
Ministry for funding in country
business
partnerships
between
companies from Finland and
developing countries’ businesses

Finnpartnership
has
supported
DIGILOGIC from the proposal stage
with letter of support. Finnpartnership
supports development partnerships
including those focused on digitally
enhanced logistics such as Vakava Oy.
Discussions have been held with

Germany Trade and Invest
(GTAI)

IHK zu Dortmund
www.dortmund.ihk24.de/

Finnpartnership
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Finnpartnership about promoting
DIGILOGIC to Finnish companies.

The World Bank, Digital
Development Unit,
www.worldbank.org/en/t
opic/digitaldevelopment

Institute for Peace,
Security & Development
(IPSED)

Southern Africa
Innovation Support
Programme (SAIS)

Zambia National
Commercial Bank
(ZANACO) Plc Innovation
Hub

African Foundation for
Development (AFFORD)

The digital development unit of the
world bank focus on regional and
national infrastructure investments
under public-private partnerships
(e.g.
fibre
optic
backbones,
telecommunications facilities), public
policy and sectoral regulations, and
digital services and platforms for
inclusive growth (e-health, eeducation, e-agriculture, etc.).

Alignment and exchange on digital
development topics with a special
focus on sovereign data sharing as
enabler for future data ecosystems.

Multi-disciplinary institute based in
Somalia encompassing a DIH

VTT has links to IPSED and
collaboration with DIGILOGIC began
early in 2021. Shared learning includes
for example role of harbour quality
control in developing countries logistics
operations.

SAIS is a regional initiative that
supports the growth of new
businesses through strengthening
innovation
ecosystems
and
promotion
of
cross-border
collaboration between innovation
role-players in Southern Africa.

SAIS has supported DIGILOGIC from
the proposal stage with letter of
support. Furthermore, DIGILOGIC has
already established working
relationship with SAIS by speaking at
one event. In addition, discussions
have begun about further DIGILOGIC
participation in future SAIS events.

ZANACO is a Zambian commercial
bank that is aiming to invest and
support innovation programmes that
develop solutions within the financial
technology (fintech) products or
services sector

ZANACO has offered the use of their
innovation hub for entrepreneurs to
potentially use during bootcamps and
capacity building programmes. Their
potential
contribution
to
the
programme is to provide fintech
support to entrepreneurs that embed
fintech within the solutions they
develop to address challenges in the
logistics sector.

One of the most innovative diaspora
social enterprises in Europe

AFFORD has supported DIGILOGIC
from the proposal stage with letter of
support. Currently they have been
engaged in the High Level Advisory
Board.

3.7 PROMOTION OF DIGILOGIC LEARNING PROGRAMME
AND DIGILOGIC CHALLENGES
PROMOTION OF DIGILOGIC LEARNING PROGRAMME
PROTON, in close collaboration with the leaders of relevant WPs, will develop a set of communication activities
(starting at around M06, June 2021), aiming at:
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o

Engage innovators, SMEs and ICT professionals in the DIGILOGIC Smart Logistics Mentoring Programme
developed by WP2. Online communication, dissemination of the DIGILOGIC learning programme across DIHs
in Europe and Africa, activation of relevant mailing lists, engagement of local media and cooperation with
pan-African initiatives to maximise the awareness and participation to the online DIGILOGIC learning
scheme. The mentoring programme will be promoted throughout the project’s lifecycle, aiming not only at
maximizing the number of participants and beneficiaries, but also at engaging external contributors, such as
universities, DIHs to inject valuable learning modules, open data sets and open source technologies.
Dedicated online promotion, dissemination at events and press activity in targeted African countries will be
put in place to enrol at least 1,000 “students”. The marketing plan (including online and offline activities,
promotion at relevant events etc) of the eLearning platform will be synched with the programme
deployment, leveraging on the release of new contents, the calendar of live webinars, the organization of
the Impact Labs.

o

Engage unemployed youth and vulnerable groups in DIGILOGIC Inclusive digital & entrepreneurship capacity
building programs. In close collaboration with the African DIHs, WP5 will widely promote in the targeted
countries (Nigeria, Zambia, Kenya, Ghana, South Africa) the opportunity offered by DIGILOGIC to youth, and
especially girls, to enrol the tailor-made upskilling programme. DIGILOGIC will reach out to targeted youth
through social media (especially Facebook and Instagram, heavily used by youth in the targeted countries),
leverage on the local media interest and distribute promotional materials at selected events. A set of
dedicated events will be organized to promote the Learning programme, as described in Section 4.9.2

PROMOTION OF DIGILOGIC CHALLENGES
Leveraging on the participants to the DIGILOGIC learning programme, while extending the promotion across DIHs
networks of SMEs and innovators, relevant initiatives, national contact points in EU and EU Delegations in African
targeted countries, local incubators, smart lab and universities, DIGILOGIC will promote the participation of EU
and AU innovators in the Challenges. A dedicated webinar at around M17 will be organized to present the
Challenges and answer participants’ questions. The promotion of the Challenges aims at engaging >200
innovative proposals for smart logistics solutions. A 3-day Bootcamp around M24 will be organized gathering
the selected teams (12) under the 4 Challenges. The participants will learn of cutting-edge developments in
logistics innovation and entrepreneurship. The Bootcamp will provide them with experiences innovators face in
the first 1-2 years of a new venture and will allow them to network with industry experts, build relationships with
thought leaders through peer to peer collaboration. Breakdown sessions will engage them in teams’ competition,
to allow them to refine their proposal and develop a clear project plan. DIGILOGIC communication team will
support the events’ agenda and organization with ad-hoc communication materials, live coverage of the event
on social media, a video documenting the event, live graphic animation and video interviews with the participants
to echo the impact of the event across stakeholders. DIGILOGIC will organize a dedicated series of online and
physical events that will aim at supporting the Challenges selected teams, injecting the results of the reiterative
ecosystem mapping and analysis conducted by the consortium, identifying ripple effects and bottlenecks and
providing business and technology experts feedback. More details are provided in Section 4.9.2.
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4 DISSEMINATION & COMMUNICATION BUILDING
BLOCKS AT M04
In the first quarter of 2021 (Jan-April) DIGILOGIC has invested a significant effort to design and implement the
Dissemination and Communication building blocks, to ensure a jump start of the project’s awareness, facilitate
the ecosystem engagement and offer all partners the essential communication assets to promote DIGILOGIC
project across their ecosystems. In this Section the key implemented activities are described in detail.

4.1 DIGILOGIC BRAND IDENTITY
The highlight of the brand identity is the African Hare. It embodies the idea of moving forward, mentorship and
togetherness. For the most part, the logo will have the type and logo mark combined, but there are some
instances when the logo mark can be used separate from the type. Exceptions usually occur with give away
merchandise and sometimes the website.
The recognition and perception of a brand are highly influenced by its visual presentation. A project’s visual
identity is the overall look of its communications. Effective visual brand identity is achieved by the constant use
of particular visual elements to create distinction, such as specific fonts, colours, and graphic elements. This
uniformity creates familiarity, and with it, admiration.
The identification and understanding of a brand are highly influenced by its visual presentation. A project’s visual
identity is the overall look of its communications. Effective visual brand identity is achieved by the constant use
of particular visual elements to create a characteristic, such as specific fonts, colours, and graphic elements. This
uniformity creates familiarity, and with it, admiration.

FIGURE 5: DIGILOGIC LOGO

The primary font families chosen are “Zilla” (free and open-source font), complimented with “Montserrat” (free
and open-source font) and secondary font family “Calibri”: all three fonts are suitable for print, screen, web, and
titling usages. The “Zilla” font, is bold and confident and Montserrat is clear and modern-urban. The two primary
fonts combined in print and online communication not only lend themselves to readability but a brand that is
clear, trusting and impactful. Calibri is used exclusively for our online presentations and documents, being a
default font in most operative systems, to maximize compatibility. Our fonts selected specifically because it has
ties with modern-urban and both fonts are constructed with smooth curves and true italics, which gives the text
an unexpectedly sophisticated industrial look and a friendly approachability in all weights.
DIGILOGIC colours are simple, they represent the unity of fresh grasslands of Africa and the blue of the
European Union flag. DIGILOGIC main colours (Figure 6) are blue and green. Green and Blue is used for accents.
Black is used mainly for typography.
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FIGURE 6: DIGILOGIC COLOUR PALETTE

PROTON prepared a document that provides brand guidelines (see Appendix A) to create a unique and easily
recognizable brand footprint. Such guidelines define all of the basic graphic characteristics of DIGILOGIC, from
the logo, the colour palette to the fonts used. The DIGILOGIC logo is shown in several variations, to be used
depending on the background, and in different sizes, to guarantee readability in different sources, e.g., reports,
web, presentations. The range of colours to be used in the project are the ones adopted in the logo. Each colour
is defined with precise printing characteristics (CMYK and Pantone) and digital encoding (RGB and HEX).

4.2 DIGILOGIC TEMPLATES

A PowerPoint presentation template was created to for all external and internal events and meetings based on
a common look and feel. The template is flexible enough to allow partners to customize it as needed.

FIGURE 7: DIGILOGIC POWERPOINT PRESENTATION TEMPLATE

At the time of writing, DIGILOGIC has also developed a set of slides that are available for all the partners to
present the project at meetings, online events and internal audiences. The slides provide a general overview of
the project, its objectives, and the consortium. The presentation is also available on the website here for
download to offer DIGILOGIC audience a compact overview of the project’s concept, activities and goals. Figures
7 and 8 present some of the slides developed for the project presentation, which has already been uploaded on
the online repository, as well as on the project website.
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FIGURE 8: DIGILOGIC PRESENTATION

A set of Word document templates was created to be used by the partners for deliverables (this document
follows the defined template), meeting minutes, press releases and a letterhead for external communication.

FIGURE 9: DIGILOGIC DELIVERABLES TEMPLATE

FIGURE 11: DIGILOGIC PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE
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4.3 DIGILOGIC WEBSITE
4.3.1

FULL RESPONSIVE CONTENT WEBSITE

The DIGILOGIC project web site (see Figure 13) is a fully responsive website that contains extensive and relevant
information on the DIGILOGIC project's vision and objectives with easy access and a user-friendly interface to
showcase information and any public material generated within the project, as well as materials gathered via the
various work packages activities about ongoing projects and relevant initiatives. A launch of the website was
publicly accessible since the first month (on January 25, 2021) of the project at www.digilogic.africa. Website
updates have been continuously and promptly implemented and will remain to be updated throughout the
lifespan of the DIGILOGIC Project. Web design experts within the project consortium conceived its design and
structure to promote the outcomes to the relevant target groups.

FIGURE 13: DIGILOGIC WEBSITE

As shown in Figure 13, the project website’s home page has evolved into a clear and clean communication
interface that is easily navigable, containing all relevant project-related public information. The site includes the
DIGILOGIC logo and the EU funding recognition. It is structured into the following Sections:
About Us
This Section contains the vision and objectives, motivation, concept and methodology of the DIGILOGIC project.
To present it in a user-friendly way, four subsections have been created.
• Vision & Objectives: This page explains how DIGILOGIC intends to build bridges, create opportunities,
empower innovators and ensure sustainability. The narrative has been kept short and relevant, breaking
text with the introduction of icons designed especially for the DIGILOGIC Brand.
• The consortium: This page introduces the Partners working together on the DIGILOGIC project and links
to their websites.
• Advisory Board: This Section will be updated once the Advisory Board members have been confirmed.
DIGILOGIC high-level experts will be introduced with their bio on this page.
Digital Innovation Hubs
As it should not be overlooked the instance not all of the viewers of the DIGILOGIC website fully understand what
a Digital Innovation Hub is so it is important to have a page that explains it and refers the viewer to find out more
information on the matter. Two subsections have been created.
• Ecosystem: DIGILOGIC is an ecosystem within an ecosystem and the end goal is to map out system that
will work for both enablers and inhibitors. This page will eventually hold the ecosystem that DIGILOGIC
has been tasked to establish.
• Relevant Initiatives: Because DIGILOGIC is not on the journey alone, it is relevant to embrace other
fellow relevant projects and initiatives and give light to them.
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Technology Radar
This Section currently presents an overview of the Technology Radar activity (led by ECM) and will be further
populated with the latest technology trends as the project’s activities evolve.
eLearning Platform
This page is dedicated to the link to our tasked eLearning Platform which shall be launched at M06.
Challenges
In 390 days DIGILOGIC will launch opportunities for innovators in Europe and Africa to solve four smart logistics
Challenges. This page indicates the timeline for these Challenges and provides an overview of the process and
opportunities.
Library
DIGILOGIC also has a “Library” Section with all the dissemination materials available for download. In order to
have the information categorized, four subsections are included.
• Scientific Publications: under this subsection all the scientific publications related to the project will be
gathered. When available, full paper and/or abstract download possibility will be set up as well.
• Presentation and Talks: under this subsection all the presentations and talks that DIGILOGIC has
completed will available to download.
• Deliverables: currently presenting the list of public deliverables, which will be uploaded and made
available once submitted.
• Promotional Material: leaflets, brochures, logo and all the documents aimed to construct the
corporative image of the project will be gathered under this subsection.
Events
Future events related to the project such as meetings, workshops or conferences or those that could be
interesting due to its relationship with project topic will be also gathered under this Section. Past events have
also been included so that the website visitors can find relevant information.
What’s New
This Section covers four subsections which include: news, press releases, newsletters and videos that are related
to the project and will be updated often with new information in order to keep the audience aware of the project
progress. Concerning the news: meetings execution, important milestones achieved and any other relevant
information about project ongoing will be included here. Most of the news entries are spread through DIGILOGIC
social media channels to increase their visibility and their promotion. It also features the press releasees issued
by the projects and collects the related media coverage. Throughout the DIGILOGIC website Social Media link
have been visually included as well as a “Subscribe to our Newsletter” option.
Contact Us
On this page DIGILOGIC reinforces the option to follow and connect with DIGILOGIC on Social Media as well as
an easily to fill out “send us a message” form.
The website provides also information
on how data are kept and how they are
used in alignment with the GDPR, under
the Privacy policy link (footer of the
webpage). Since its inception DIGILOGIC
is working on supporting the traffic to
the website through:

FIGURE 14: DIGILOGIC WEBPAGE AND RESPONSIVE MOBILE PAGE
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Engine
Optimization): the traffic of visits to the
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progressively throughout the course of
the project thanks to the implementation
of strategies oriented to organic traffic,
always considering the keywords
identified for it.
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•

4.3.2

Link building: It will be able to create synergies between the project’s website and the partners' websites
as well as with other relevant agents of the sector (stakeholders), encouraging the exchange of links.
BUILT USING WORDPRESS CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CMS)

WordPress is a content management system (CMS for short). It’s a robust tool for creating and managing your
website. WordPress controls 60% of the CMS market and powers 34% of all websites worldwide. Numbers like
this are simply staggering, to say the least. Big-name sites like TED, TechCrunch, UPS, and CNN all use WordPress.
Each month roughly 70 million new posts are published on WordPress. It’s safe to say that a WordPress platform
is not only popular but reliable as well. Below are a few reasons the WordPress Platform has been chosen for the
DIGILOGIC website.
•
•
•
•
•

WordPress has great support as it is used by so many people all over the world, there are countless guides,
tutorials, and resources that can be found online.
WordPress makes SEO easy by having some built-in tools that tell you how SEO-friendly your content is.
WordPress is flexible and can be as in-depth and complex or as simple as you want it to be.
WordPress is a safe and secure platform. It’s also easy to enable an SSL certificate for your WordPress site.
Slow websites are useless. WordPress knows this, so it has specific features and elements that you can take
advantage of that will speed up your website.

4.3.3

CONNECTION & DATA EXCHANGE PROTECTED UNDER SSL CERTIFICATE

Without SSL, DIGILOGIC site visitors and customers are at higher risk of being having their data stolen. Our site
security is also at risk without encryption. SSL protects the DIGILOGIC website from phishing scams, data
breaches, and many other threats. Ultimately, it builds a secure environment for both visitors and site owners.
Active SSL on any site can be seem with the https included on the URL of the site.

FIGURE 15: DIGILOGIC URL INDICATES THAT THE SITE IS SECURE

4.3.4

IMAGE OPTIMIZED AND GZIP COMPRESSION FOR BETTER LOAD TIME

As mentioned before, slow websites are useless, therefore DIGILOGIC has included a paid plugin which
compresses all images and caches our pages so that our data loads faster. The DIGILOGIC will hold a lot or
material so that is it important not to compromise on quality so balance of quality of information and speed is
important to us. Currently DIGILOGIC scored a 77% on Google Speed Test.

FIGURE 16: DIGILOGIC SPEED TEST RESULTS
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4.3.5

SEO FRIENDLY SITE AND CONTENT

DIGILOGIC platform makes use of a plugin that helps us catalogue of site for search engines. Currently DIGILOGIC
scored a 92% rate in the Google SEO Checker.

FIGURE 17: DIGILOGIC SEO CHECKER RESULTS

4.3.6

DIGILOGIC WEBSITE STRUCTURE

DIGILOGIC has kept the structure of the website with the fewest number of clicks to get to relevant content.
This approach is also rewarding in relation to Search Engines ranking results, while ensuring accessibility and
user-friendliness.

FIGURE 18: DIGILOGIC SITEMAP

4.3.7

DIGILOGIC WEBSITE MEASURING RESULTS AT M04

At the time of writing, the website has already counted 716 unique visitors who have generated 3,748 page
views, as shown in Figure 19. The average time spent on the website is 03:44, an excellent result, providing an
indication of the richness and relevance of the website for the online visitors, a data which is confirmed by a
bounce rate below 50%.
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FIGURE 19: DIGILOGIC WEBSITE ANALYTICS

It’s interesting to notice that the origin of DIGILOGIC website visitors reflect the countries represented by
DIGILOGIC Partners: Germany, Zambia, Italy, Ghana, Nigeria, Finland with interesting additions from South
Africa and Belgium. The effort in the coming months is to increase traffic from relevant countries both in EU and
AU, where innovators concentrate (e.g. Spain, France, Estonia in Europe and Kenya, Namibia, norther Africa in
Africa).

FIGURE 20: DIGILOGIC WEBSITE TRAFFIC BY COUNTRIES

Apart from the homepage, it’s interesting to notice that the News Section and the eLearning platform are
already generating respectively 5% and 4% of the pages visited. This encourages us to keep the news area
constantly updated with relevant content, while it suggests there’s already interest and expectation around the
eLearning programme.
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FIGURE 21: DIGILOGIC WEBSITE MOST VISITED PAGES

4.4 DIGILOGIC SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
4.4.1

DIGILOGIC TWITTER CHANNEL

Twitter is a very dynamic social network that covers the news
in real-time at a global level. DIGILOGIC has established its
Twitter account @DIGILOGIC_EU before the official start of the
project (December 2020). At the time of writing this document,
it counts 181 followers, it has tweeted over 120 posts and has
been already used to cover the project’s own kick-off meeting
and relevant initiatives and projects’ activities. The Twitter
account has and will be used for promoting and disseminating
the development of DIGILOGIC, including news, events,
outcomes, etc. Moreover, re-tweets are made of relevant and
interesting content from disparate sources. Last but not least,
by following relevant users, DIGILOGIC not only gains access to
more relevant content and updates, but also acquires more
followers.
DIGILOGIC uses Twitter to establish meaningful
FIGURE 22: DIGILOGIC TWITTER CHANNEL SCREENSHOT
connections with an active and relevant audience (EC, policy
makers, stakeholders of the industry, local authorities and
general public). These connections can produce beneficial opportunities for the project across the network of
stakeholders. It serves as well to tell everybody in real time what is happening in the co-creation workshops and
other activities of the project.
The credentials for Twitter are the following:
•

@DIGILOGIC_EU - Twitter handle, mentions the project

•

#DIGILOGIC – hashtag
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Examples of appropriate hashtags:
• #innovation

•

#eLearning

•

#H2020

•

#TeamEurope

•

#DIHs

•

#IoT, #AI, #blockchain

•

#Logistics

•

#smartlogistics

•

#eMobility

•

#DigitalInnovationHubs

To maximize the impact of the project on social media channels, images and gifs will be created and shared with
all the partners. Tweets can be directed to specific accounts by using: @TWITTER-HANDLE in tweets. Here below
3 lists for partners’ handles and other relevant handles - To be mentioned in the DIGILOGICSs tweets to generate
conversations and interactions.
List of the European Commission related Twitter accounts and hashtags:
• @EU_H2020
• @EU_Partnerships
•

@eu_eeas

•

@NetTechEU

•

@EU_EASME

•

@DigitalEU

•

@EuropeinGhana

•

@capacity4dev

•

@EUinNigeria

•

@EUtoAU

•

@BongoHive

List of DIGILOGIC’s consortium Twitter accounts:
• @DigiHubLog
•

@FriuliInnovazio

•

@MESTAfrica

•

@VTTFinland

•

@FraunhoferIML

•

@AEDIB2

List of relevant EU-Africa projects and initiatives:
• @AfricaInco
•

@AUC_PRIDA

•

@waziupIoT

•

@Archipel_eutf

•

@EnrichinAfrica

•

@Make_IT_Africa

•

@AfriConEU

List of some other related initiatives Twitter accounts:
•

@DiHWorld

•

@DihnetE

•

@BDVA_PPP

4.4.2

DIGILOGIC FACEBOOK CHANNEL

People all over the world use Facebook to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what's going on in
the world and to share what matters to them. As Facebook has grown, they have added products such as
Instagram and Messenger to give people new and different ways to build community and connect with
businesses.
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@DIGILOGIC_Africa uses Facebook organically to create a
community and to disseminate communication on the
Facebook channel to DIGILOGIC followers and reach people
who are most likely interested in our project. As at the time of
writing the document, DIGILOGIC has 61 followers, 44 page
views and 39 post engagements.
DIGILOGIC is quite active on Facebook and has posted 35
organic posts with a post reach of 214 thus far.

FIGURE 23: DIGILOGIC FACEBOOK SCREENSHOT

4.4.3

DIGILOGIC LINKEDIN CHANNEL

LinkedIn is currently the main business network in the world and has more than 150 million users in more than
200 countries and territories. Stakeholders, which DIGILOGIC
needs to connect with, are on LinkedIn, so it is appropriate to
implement some actions. DIGILOGIC LinkedIn company page has
been established before the project officially started (December
2020) to provide a public image on a global scale as a reputable and
trustworthy project. At the time of writing, DIGILOGIC_EU has 244
followers, with over 1,009 unique visitors, over 10,000 impressions
and an average 5% engagement rate (number of clicks, share and
comments). 150 posts have been published thus far.
By producing content about the project that our viewers want to
see and share with others, our viewers become engaged advocates
of DIGILOGIC and can expand our global influence. DIGILOGIC will
post as many status updates as our content supports. The
DIGILOGIC LinkedIn profile is a supplement to the website, helps
driving traffic to the site and offers a way out to promote the
project. DIGILOGIC mentions partners’ LinkedIn pages when
FIGURE 24: DIGILOGIC LINKEDIN SCREENSHOT
appropriate to create positive visibility exchanges. DIGILOGIC
intends to engage all the Horizon 2020 projects in the dialogue on this platform, while promoting DIGILOGIC’s
initiatives across LinkedIn relevant groups, with a direct link to the DIGILOGIC Project group, to further increase
this social media audience and diversify the group’s user base, engaging more vertical representatives/managers.
LinkedIn offers a wide range of analytics tools which allow DIGILOGIC to monitor followers’ job profile and
country of residence, while providing an overview of unique visitors and number of visits over time, as shown in
the Figure 25 below.

FIGURE 25: DIGILOGIC LINKEDIN VISITORS TREND DECEMBER 2020 – MARCH 2021
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Moreover, posts can be directed to specific accounts by using: @LinkedIn handles, both for individual and
corporate profiles. Here below the lists for partners’ handles, it has to be noticed that for each post DIGILOGIC
team adds relevant handles to engage its audience and stimulate “followers” and resharing. List of DIGILOGIC’s
consortium Twitter accounts:
• @digital-hub-logistics
• @BongoHive

4.4.4

•

@friuli-innovazione

•

@MESTAfrica

•

@endeva

•

@vtt

DIGILOGIC YOUTUBE CHANNEL
YouTube is one of the leading video-sharing platforms at a global level
that allows to upload videos and create a community of subscribers.
DIGILOGIC
YouTube
channel
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpQZ942ZP0z-KUFcbSGZkmQ)
was created in April 2021 of to host the recording of DIGILOGIC
presentation at the Emerging Valley event. All videos produced by
DIGILOGIC will be featured on this channel, which is intimately linked to
the website and will be another important promotional channel and
network for the project.

FIGURE 26: DIGILOGIC YOUTUBE SCREENSHOT

4.5 DIGILOGIC NEWSLETTER

An e-Newsletter will be produced by the DIGILOGIC consortium on a tri-monthly basis and will provide regular
updates on trends of DIHs in Europe and Africa, project results, partner news and upcoming events. As such, a
typical e-newsletter of the project will contain highlights (major outcomes, links, contacts, and dissemination
activities), the most important news, announcements, and a schedule of the major upcoming events. Mailings
with invitations to relevant workshops and webinars, consultations and other information that cannot wait for
the newsletter publication or that cannot appear only in the newsletter will be sent out regularly to the same
database used for the newsletter. Project partners will provide information for the e-Newsletter and ensure that
the content is accurate. DIGILOGIC has created a profile on Mailchimp and it’s using
it as its mail client platform. It provides real-time reporting on the number of
subscribers, bounced rate, opening and click rate of each DIGILOGIC e-Newsletter.
A mailing list has been created, based on subscription, giving the possibility to share
the e-newsletter via mass mailing as well to inform interested users about project
news, achievements, and planning of events. A registration functionality allowing
the interested visitors to subscribe to the newsletter has been available on the
DIGILOGIC website since the end of January 2021, with double-opt-in features. It
will be ensured that all these actions comply with the requirements of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The design of the newsletter has been
developed (see Figure 27) and it provides a clear branding and content template,
flexible enough for the communication needs. The first issue of the newsletter
has been published on 1 April 2021 and reached 61 current subscribers. The full
view of the newsletter can be accessed here. Newsletters are uploaded on the
website and an internal calendar will be shared with all project partners for
receiving their contributions and the final approval about the content and
FIGURE 27: DIGILOGIC
appearance.
NEWSLETTER #1
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4.6 EDITORIAL PLAN
News will be published on a regular basis and coincide with key activities and achievements (e.g., participation
in an event, implementation of key activities within the project, organization of experts’ workshops, introduction
of DIGILOGIC High Level Advisory Board members etc.). The editorial plan is meant to engage each partner in the
story telling process providing their unique expertise, knowledge and specific contribution to the project into the
story. We envisage two stories per month, in the form of short articles, covering different aspects of DIGILOGIC
work, such as: the role of the project in supporting the collaboration between DIHs, smart logistics solutions
development, relevant and emerging technologies, partners’ achievements. The editorial plan allows the
consortium to have a backbone of news planned well ahead but it remains also flexible to accommodate events
announcements, seminars and workshops results, partners’ achievements. This established approach will be
implemented along the project life time, with an expected incremental impact as the project develops intensifies
its communications activities. The news will be distributed across DIGILOGIC media outlets and where relevant
dedicated press releases will be issued to various European media outlets, contributing to the wider
dissemination of the project. All partners will be responsible to share the news across their own networks. In
Appendix B the current editorial plan is presented.

4.7 DIGILOGIC VIDEOS
At the time of writing DIGILOGIC has already launched the YouTube channel:
o

The recording of DIGILOGIC participation at the Emerging Valley event has been published on DIGILOGIC
YouTube Channel and linked to the relevant news.

o

DIGILOGIC is working on the first video which shows the core dynamics of the transport and logistics system
at the critical mile in Africa. The video will focus on what is called the critical mile from warehouse to
customer doorstep, explaining how DIGILOGIC has engaged with a wide range of actors to understand more
about the critical mile. The video will make use of graphic animation and will feature an interview with
ENDEVA Project Team Lead (Tendai Pasipanodya) to explain the learnings and what will come next for the
DIGILOGIC journey. The duration of the video will be no longer that 3 minutes.

o

The next video, scheduled by M06, will present DIGILOGIC ambition, in the form of an animation,
accompanied by short interviews with DIGILOGIC partners and will serve also as an introductory multimedia
content available for events presentations.

4.8 DIGILOGIC MEDIA COVERAGE
DIGILOGIC issued its first press release on 16 February 2021, announcing the launch of the project. The press
release was translated in local partners’ languages: German and Italian. So far, DIGILOGIC news has been
published in Italian in:
•
•
•
•
•

Il Friuli
Ilpais.it
Friulsera.it
FriuliOggi.it
Digita.org

DIGILOGIC news has been published in English in:
•
•
•

Tech Nova
News Ghana
The Ghanaian Post
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My Nigeria
Disrupt Africa
Business Day Nigeria
Opportunity Skill Mine
Tech Gist Africa
African Crypto News
Technology Mirror
Kanem Times
Africa
Ecom Africa
Further Africa
Africa Logistics Magazine

All articles have been published on the DIGILOGIC website in the “What’s New” and” Press Release”. The press
release and a press picture are available here to view and download.

4.9 DIGILOGIC PARTICIPATION AND ORGANIZATION OF
EVENTS AT M04
4.9.1

EVENTS ORGANISED BY DIGILOGIC AT M04

At M04 DIGILOGIC already organized the following events led by WP1 CONNECT: DIHs Ecosystem Building
o

Training on systems thinking
Held online on 1 February 2021, it was conducted by Tendai Pasipanodya, ENDEVA Director and saw the
participation of all DIGILOGIC partners which were engaged in understanding and applying to DIGILOGIC
challenge the system thinking methodology. A news report on the activity has been published on the
DIGILOGIC website and on social media. It is available here.

o

First Experts Consultation Workshop
Held online on 26 March 2021, it focused on identifying “Enablers and Inhibitors of Change in the Critical
Mile Logistics in Africa” and saw more than 30 participants from Europe and Africa, including: European
funded projects, Digital Innovation Hubs, innovators and startups, large companies and public authorities.
The workshop has been recorded, a news report on the activity has been published on the DIGILOGIC
website and on social media. It is available here.

o

Second Experts Consultation Workshop
Held online on 12 April 2021, it focused on “How might we create partnerships, facilitated by Digital
Innovation Hubs (DIHs) within the logistics ecosystem, that leverage technology in order to make critical mile
logistics more efficient, affordable, and sustainable?” and saw 30 participants from Europe and Africa,
including: European funded projects, Digital Innovation Hubs, innovators and startups, large companies and
public authorities. The workshop has been recorded, a news report on the activity has been published on
DIGILOGIC website and on social media.

Key findings and outcomes of these events are reported in D1.1. Vision and Stakeholder Map and D1.2 Ecosystem
Mapping and Video Narrative of the System (due at M04).

4.9.2

EVENTS TO BE ORGANIZED BY DIGILOGIC

DIGILOGIC is currently defining the programme of the 1st Project Webinar, to be organized by M06 (June 2021).
The consortium is converging on the choice of the 8th International Physical Internet Online Conference (IPIC)
2021, 14-16 June, to co-locate DIGILOGIC first webinar. The Conference would offer the opportunity to reach a
wide, but highly targeted audience, interested in smart hyperconnected logistics, supply chains and
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transportation. The topic of the presentation, the agenda and speakers are currently under discussion. Once the
event is defined the promotional campaign will kick off across all DIGILOGIC and Partners’ media outlets,
promoting participation.
DIGILOGIC is also currently defining the chronogram and agenda of the events related to WP3 LEARN: Smart
Logistics Mentoring and Capacity building to be organized in the second half of 2021. The events will focus on
the Launch of DIGILOGIC eLearning Platform (at around M06) with different objectives and target participants:
o

1 webinar to foster technology and capacity building contributions of learning modules from universities,
DIHs, associations etc

o

1 webinar to foster enrolment of a wide group of “students” from EU and Africa presenting the DIGILOGIC
smart logistics curriculum, and the other features available in the eLearning platform (e.g. forum, job
searching and posting etc).

o

3 digital peer learning rounds (to be organized digitally in 2021 and if possible, in presence at the beginning
2022, depending on the internationals travel situation) between consortium partners and guest
DIHs/relevant stakeholders, to share entrepreneurial support best practices and addressing the innovation
support challenges about digital upskilling and smart logistics. The programme of each peer learning round
will be defined at due time.

At a later stage, between late 2021 and early 2022 DIGILOGIC will define the chronogram and agenda of the
events related to WP4 IMPLEMENT: Partnerships Projects. The events will focus on the launch of DIGILOGIC
Challenges (at around M17) with different objectives and target participants:
o

1 webinar at around M17 to launch of DIGILOGIC Challenges and answer participants’ questions.

o

1 online assessment workshop for each challenge at around M28 (total 4) to present the first 4 months’
results, share findings, provide feedback to each project. The 4 projects’ workshops will be connected
remotely to allow teams’ Challenges and results sharing while cross-pollinating solutions and foster
collaboration.

o

1 full day final online pitch event at around M34 to present projects final results, share findings, and future
development plans to each team. The 12 projects workshops will be connected remotely to allow teams’
Challenges and results sharing while cross-pollinating solutions and foster collaboration. A session the final
online workshops will be organized as projects’ pitches, providing a stage for promotion to all the projects.

o

Demo Day to be organized around M34 and possibly collocated with major startup, logistics industry event
(such as: Slush, World Web Summit, Future Logistics Conference etc) to present the most promising projects
which achieved the highest level of completion.

4.9.3

DIGILOGIC ATTENDING and PRESENTING AT EXTERNAL EVENTS AT M04

DIGILOGIC has already attended several events (such as Lagos Tech Forum, ITU and AfCTA webinars) to gain
insights and relevant information regarding on one hand, its ecosystem and actors, and on the other hand to
remain on top of the European and African research and innovation strategies for the upcoming years. The
participation and social media activation at these events, allowed DIGILOGIC to liaise with relevant players (e.g.
specialized press, innovators, institutions) and increase the project’s social media visibility and user base. In this
context, DIGILOGIC attended and echoed on social media the following events: Moreover, the project already
had the chance to be presented at two relevant events, one in Europe and one in Africa. Below are more details.
TABLE 6 : DIGILOGIC PRESENTATION AT EVENTS

EVENTS

DATE,
LOCATION

TYPE OF
AUDIENCE

APPROX
AUDIENCE SIZE

ACTIVITIES

LEAD
PARTNER

Emerging Valley

7-8 April Online

Innovators,
incubators,
policy makers,

50

Project
presentation

PROTON with
MEST,
ENDEVA, ECM
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Finnish Business
Week in Zambia

26-28 April
Online

Innovators,
policy makers,
business

Estimated 50

Project
presentation

VTT, B-HIVE

EMERGING VALLEY ONLINE EVENT
7-8 April, 2021, online event
DIGILOGIC was invited to present at the Emerging Valley event by the Project
Officer. PROTON participated in the panel “Maritime & Digital Economy: from 2.0
Logistics to the preservation of the oceans, are the startups new engines of
maritime innovation?” which was attended by 30 participants. The event gave the
opportunity to network with relevant stakeholders and meet African innovators
at work to develop smart logistics solutions, such as CloudFret. The recording of
the event has been uploaded on DIGILOGIC YouTube channel and a short report,
in the form of a news segment, which has been published on DIGILOGIC website
soon after the event.
FIGURE 28: EMERGING VALLEY
EVENT PROMOTION

FINNISH BUSINESS WEEK IN ZAMBIA
26-28 April, 2021, online event
The Finnish Week of Business, or FinnBiz Week, is the largest annual event organised by the Embassy of Finland
in Lusaka. Its main objective is to encourage business between Finnish and Zambian companies and entities,
improve the countries’ perceptions of each other as trading
partners, and to market available opportunities for trade. VTT
(partner of the event) will present DIGILOGIC project on 28th April
in the panel “Innovation, ICT & Digitalization Business Forum”.
More, B-HIVE CEO will be attending and speaking on a discussion
panel about ICT and Digitalization. He will mention DIGILOGIC as
well as BongoHive’s involvement in the programme. This event
represents the first opportunity to introduce the project to the
innovators’ community in Zambia and it’s a first example of crosspromotion between European and African audience. DIGILOGIC
FIGURE 29: FINNBIZ WEEK PROMOTION
partners are currently promoting the event on social media and will
be publish a news report on the website soon after the event.

4.10 EUROPEAN COMMISSION RECOGNITION
As required per Article 29.41 of the Grant Agreement9, and as described in DIGILOGIC brand guidelines, all
material used for communication and dissemination purposes of DIGILOGIC, will carry the EU emblem along with
the statement that the project has received funding from the H2020 Research and Innovation programme:
Funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 programme
under agreement n° 101016583

FIGURE 30: EC RECOGNITION

9

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/amga/h2020-amga_en.pdf
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5 DISSEMINATION & COMMUNICATION IMPACT
ASSESSMENT
To make sure that the communication plan matches the goals and objectives of the strategy, a series of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) were established. The indicators could be divided in qualitative and quantitative
criteria.

5.1 QUANTITATIVE INDICATORS
DIGILOGIC’s Outreach and Impact Plan will be closely monitored throughout the duration of the project. The
evaluation will be carried out on a regular basis to ensure the success of the project. Table 7 lists project
milestones within WP5, while Table 8 presents the deliverables within WP5. Table 9 presents the KPIs, their
relevance to the tools/channels used, and the estimated target value.
5.1.1

DIGILOGIC WP5 MILESTONES

DIGILOGIC has achieved the MS2, publishing the project website, on 30th Jan 2021, before the scheduled due
date.
TABLE 7 : DIGILOGIC WP5 MILESTONE

MILESTONE NO.

MILESTONE NAME

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

DUE DATE

STATUS

MS2

DIGILOGIC website

Website online

M03

Achieved M01

5.1.2

DIGILOGIC WP5 DELIVERABLES

This is the first out of seven deliverables which will report on the work carried out by DIGILOGIC team in WP5 to
ensure outreach and impact creation, along with, the exploitation and sustainability strategy.
TABLE 8 : DIGILOGIC WP5 DELIVERABLES

DELIVERABLE
NO.

DELIVERABLE

LEAD

DUE
DATE

STATUS

D5.1

Outreach and impact creation strategy and plan

PROTON

M04

Current
document

D5.2

Impact methodological framework

ENDEVA

M08

Planned

D5.3

First impact creation and assessment report

ENDEVA

M18

Planned

D5.4

Exploitation and sustainability strategy

FINN

M18

Planned

D5.5

First outreach impact creation activities report

PROTON

M18

Planned

D5.6

Final outreach impact creation activities report

ENDEVA

M36

Planned

D5.7

Final Exploitation and sustainability plan

FINN

M36

Planned

5.1.3

DIGILOGIC DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION KPIs

At M04 some of these KPIs are already relevant and the results are highlighted in the Table 9 below, while some
others will come in place in the following months.
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TABLE 9 : DIGILOGIC DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION KPIS

TARGET
M36

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

ACHIEVED AT
MO4

Flyers
Posters / roll-ups

N. of flyers
N. of posters/roll-ups
(by the end of the
project)

>6
>4

Distribution via participation
to and
organization of dedicated
events.
Electronic
distribution via the project
website

n.a.

Project Website

N. of unique visitors to
the website
(average per year)

> 1500

Google Analytics

800

Social Networks

N. of followers on
Twitter
N. of followers on
Facebook
N. of followers on
LinkedIn
(average
of
new
followers yearly)

Keeping DIGILOGIC profiles
on such networks active via
regular
posting
and
monitoring

-Twitter 181
-Facebook 61
-LinkedIn 244

A press/logistic kit will be
developed
containing
detailed press releases,
videos, publishable images,
flyers

1

Recording of subscribers to
the electronic newsletter

1

Introduction and informative
videos and interviews to
support awareness creation,
stakeholders’ engagement
and 3rd party projects
promotion

1

Attendance proof, presented
material, photos, animation
of social logistic channels,
events’ reports

2

Attendance proof, videostreaming,
presented
material, photos, animation
of social logistic channels,
events’ reports

n.a.

Attendance proof, videostreaming,
presented
material, photos, animation
of social logistic channels,
events’ reports

n.a.

MEASURE

INDICATOR

Press Releases /
publication
in
press (by the end
of the project)

N. of press releases
issued to specialized
and general logistic
channels at key project
milestones

e-Newsletter
(published every
3 months)

N. of newsletters (by
the end of the project)

Videos

N. of videos published
on the DIGILOGIC
website and social
logistic and average
number of views

Participation to
events
and
presentations

DIGILOGIC
“promotional”
Webinars (4 by
the project end)

Bootcamp

Number of external
events
partners
attended to promote
the project, including
scientific conferences,
and number of demos
and or presentations
Average number
participants

of

The 12 Challenges
finalists’ teams (max 2
members per team)
along with experts from
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>6

12
4 videos per
year
and
200 views
per video

6

At least 30
persons

50 persons
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technology,
finance
Final event
Demo Day

-

industry,

Average number of
participants / attendees
/ visitors

At least 200
persons

Attendance proof, videostreaming,
presented
material, photos, animation
of social logistic channels,
events’ reports

n.a.

5.2 QUALITATIVE INDICATORS
Additionally, there are other positive results that cannot be easily measured since they cannot be quantified.
Thus, in order to better measure the overall impact of the dissemination plan we will use the following qualitative
indicators:
•
Proactive online community. Social networks dissemination efforts ensure an interesting outcome in
terms of discussions, feedback and content sharing and engagement. The social media analytics
provide us some interesting metrics (such as engagement rate, measured through number of shares,
likes and comments), but the quality of this engagement can be evaluated only case by case.
•
Press/media coverage. Distribution of press releases and publication of articles are geared to achieve
press/media coverage about the project. It is possible to monitor the press coverage, it is harder to
evaluate the website traffic generated by offline publications and/or the reach of each media (as
most of the publications do not disclose their own traffic or do not have certified circulation data).
•
Long-term influence. Sometimes the impact takes longer than just an immediate reaction.
Relationships are built over time; silent online contacts can turn into active players at a later stage of
development of the project (e.g. innovators who will be interested in DIGILOGIC Challenges).
Therefore, it is expected that the "seeds" scattered at the beginning will be "harvested" later. This will be
considered when monitoring the impact of the project.

5.3 STAKEHOLDERS’ SATISFACTION
DIGILOGIC will monitor the internal satisfaction of Partners as per the Dissemination and Communication
activities developed. Moreover, the impact of marketing and communication in terms of awareness, interest and
value-buy-in across the key external stakeholders will be monitored through periodical online surveys, verifying
event participants’ interest/satisfaction. Openness to the voice of external stakeholders (e.g. Digital Innovation
Hubs, EC representatives, relevant projects and initiatives) will guide the monitoring of the effectiveness of
marketing and communications activities and elucidate what can be sharpened and optimized.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
As described in this deliverable, the first four months of the project have been very intense for the Dissemination
and Communication team, which has been working to set-up the processes and tools to drive the communication
activities across several media and regions. DIGILOGIC multicultural and multidisciplinary team offers a variety
of ideas and starting points to be exploited in the communication activities.
Some of these topics have already been explored and widely disseminated to the press in Europe and Africa,
while DIGILOGIC has worked to liaise with relevant stakeholders, to raise awareness of the project and foster
future collaborations. Some other communication activities are still “boiling up” internally and will be better
outlined in the upcoming months. This is particularly relevant for the innovators’ audience, where their
engagement in DIGILOGIC eLearning platform and later, in DIGILOGIC Challenges, will be triggered around
respectively M06 and M17.
Moreover, this deliverable presented DIGILOGIC’s plan for communication, dissemination, and impact creation,
providing clear and consistent guidelines for all project partners. Envisioning and outlining the overall outreach
plan at the early stages of the project ensures that DIGILOGIC maximizes the impact of communication,
dissemination, and engagement activities and sustains the concepts, achievements, and knowledge developed
throughout the project.
Therefore, the goal of this plan is to guarantee that:
-

All outreach activities follow the guidelines and are executed within the planned schedule

-

The messages are coherent and of high standard

-

The impact of the ongoing pandemic on DIGILOGIC dissemination and communication activities is reduced

-

All partners contribute to promoting the project.

The Deliverable D5.5 First outreach impact creation activities report and the first Periodic Report, due at M18,
will provide more details on the progress of the Communication and Dissemination Plan, achieved KPIs, attended
and organized events, and the overall effectiveness of project’s online presence.
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APPENDIX A - BRAND GUIDELINES

DIGILOGIC brand guidelines are available for DIGILOGIC partners on the project’s repository along with the
relevant assets (e.g. logo in different formats, templates etc.)
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APPENDIX B - DIGILOGIC BOOSTED MULTIMEDIA EDITORIAL PLAN

The table below presents the editorial plan structured by topic, category and timeline. For each news item a DIGILOGIC partner has been appointed. It is a living document,
stored on the DIGILOGIC project repository (protected by password) which is continuously updated and fed by partners contributions.

